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See updates below | It’s been a long time since anyone’s talked about the issue of food trucks here
in Birmingham, AL – relatively speaking. It’s been nearly two years since an episode that eventually
led to ONB announcing and then changing its stance on them.
It’s not hard to find folks supportive of their existence based on the crowds that gathered for two
different events built around them in the metro area held on the same day back on May 12. If
nothing else, folks are more aware of just how many options they have.
Some residents are wanting to make sure that members of Birmingham’s City Council are aware of
how many people enjoy the options currently available to folks who work, live, and visit our fair city.
They’ve already garnered about 75 virtual signatures as of 10 a.m. this morning on a Change.org
petition asking our municipal legislative body to establish policies that support them when possible
(and they’ll probably reach their goal of 100 well before lunchtime).
Early Wednesday evening, July 11, the owner of Spoonfed Grill shared an update from a Birmingham
City Council meeting where new regulations were being discussed.
[blackbirdpie url=”https://twitter.com/SpoonFedGrill/status/223184528913596416″]
It’s been interesting to look at the conversation taking place on the petition’s page, particularly
when you look at what some who aren’t signing the petition are saying about whether or not other
issues facing the area need the same level of opinion.
UPDATE 3 p.m.: According to a post this afternoon on Magic City Post, the total number of
signatures being sought has been raised to 500 – and its nearly reached that goal as well.
UPDATE 5:27 p.m.: The Birmingham News is now reporting that the new goal for Naomi
Anderegg’s effort is 1,000; it’s currently at 617.
UPDATE 7/15, 8:50 a.m.: A quick check of the petition currently shows the new goal as being
1,500 signatures with more than 1,160 already collected.

